Hero Arts – Layered Ink Background with New Day Butterflies Combo

Technique: Ink Layered Background     Level: Beginner /Intermediate

TIME: 30 minutes or less

STAMPS:
Hero Arts
New Day Butterflies Combo
Hand Drawn Everyday
Messages

INKS:
Hero Arts Intense Black
Hero Arts Green Apple
VersaMark
Copics:
Blues:  BG53, BG45, BG57
Green:  YG25
Hero Arts – Teal Liquid
Watercolor

ACCESSORIES:
Gemini Jr Die Cutting Machine
Simon Says Stamp Stitched Rectangles
Simon Says Foam Tape
Tombow Xtreme Tape Runner or
¼” Scor Tape

Misti stamping tool
Hero Arts White Embossing Powder
Heat Tool
Simon Says Stamp Craft Tacky Glue
Hero Stencils – Rain Dance
Score Pal Mini
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
Ranger Anti-Static pouch
Post It Note Tape
Hero Hues Seashore Mix Sequins
Life Changing Brushes
Teflon Bone Folder
Absorber – stamp cleaner

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Hero Arts Adriatic card stock 5-1/2 x 8-1/2, score and fold at 4-1/4 – card base
Hero Arts Kiwi card stock 3-3/4 x 5 – mat
Ranger Watercolor paper 3-3/4 x 5 – card front – cut down with stitched rectangle dies
Hero Arts Black card stock 1 x 2 – sentiment
Neenah Solar White 80# cardstock 2 x 2-1/2 – butterfly

DIRECTIONS:

• Die cut the stitched rectangle from the watercolor paper
• Use the Hero Arts Teal liquid watercolor and create a light was down the left side of the rectangle.
• When the piece is dry, lay the stencil over I, securing it with Post IT Note Tape and rub on the Green Apple ink with the Life Changing Brushes.
• Use the Misti to stamp three butterflies onto the card front in the black ink.
• Stamp another butterfly onto the Neenah Solar White card stock and color with the Copic markers.
• Use the coordinating die to cut out the butterfly.
• Stamp and heat emboss the sentiment in white on the black scrap.
• Use the Tape Runner or Scor tape to attach the card front to the mat and then to the card base.
• Use Foam tape to attach the sentiment and then the butterfly.
• Use liquid tape to attach three sequins.
• Use the Absorber to clean the stamps

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.
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hand drawn everyday messages

PD121 Liquid Watercolor Dark Teal
AF344 Green Apple Bold Ink

AF345 Intense Black

Copic Sketch Marker BG53 ICE MINT...
Copic Sketch Marker BG45 NILE BLUE

Copic Sketch Marker BG57 JASPER...
Copic Sketch Marker YG25 CELADON...
Hero Hues Adriatic

Hero Hues Kiwi
PS323 Hero Hues Premium Cardstock...
Neenah Classic Crest 80 LB SMOOTH...
3M Scotch ROLL
MEDITERANNEAN
BLUE...
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